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“The Bricks (Pebbles) are the strength of the Wall” –African Proverb. 

 

Introduction: According to Charles Darwin, “Struggle for the existence and Survival for the fittest became the 

order of the day”.  No man is an Island. No man can live in solitude and has no entity sans cooperation and co-

ordination from his neighbours in the society. Because basically man is a social animal as aptly quoted by 

Socratis. Like –wise no country’s existence will be run by Isolation.  In order to tap the share in the global 

market, it is sine qua non to get the co-operation and Co-ordination of its neighbouring and like-minded 

countries. By reckoning these far- sighted aspects, the NDA P.M, Sri Narendra Modi has cleverly paved a red 

carpet welcome to the Heads of SAARC for his oath taking ceremony. Raison d’etre in the year 2009 the BRIC 

was formed where in Brazil, Russia, India and China are the founder members. In the year 2010, South Africa 

joined and thence forth it became BRICS( Brazil, Russia, India, China and South-Africa). First BRIC Summit 

was held at Russia in the year 2009 and the Second , third, fourth and fifth summits were held at Brazil,China, 

India and South Africa in the years 2010,2011,2012 and 2013 respectively. The 6
th

 summit was recently held at 

Fortaleza, Brazil on 15
th

 and 16
th

 of July,2014. After assuming charge as Prime Minister, it is the second foreign  

biggest tour to Sri Narendra Modi after Bhutan in order to discuss bilateral  issues such  as economic, commerce 

and other  international issues with  his  counter parts.  Against this back drop, an exertion has been made by  

focusing  a bird’s eye view on BRICS origin, growth, corporate strategies and economic policies with special 

reference to the opportunities  for India under a newly elected NDA Government by discussing the bilateral  

issues with its  partners followed by suggestions  and  Conclusion.   

Place of BRICS  in the Global Economy: 
Population G.D.P Exports Imports Total Trade 

$299 Crores (41.6%) $15.8 Lakhs of Crores(19.8%) $3.19 Lakhs of 

Crores 

$2.95 Lakhs 

Crores 

$6.14 Lakhs of Crores(16.9%) 

N.B: The percentage in brackets represents the BRICS share in the World Trade and economy. 

Source: BRICS 6
th

 Summit’s Website and Eenadu Daily News Paper Vide P.No.4 dt.14.07.2014. 

 

County-wise BRICKS summit at a glance:  

Sl No Content Brazil Russia India China South Africa 

1 
Population 
 (Billions) 

201,046,886 143,451,702 1,210,193,422 1,354,040,000 51,770,560 

2 GDP (Nominal) (Billion $) 2695.9 2021.9 1824.8 8227.0 384.3 

3 
Domestic Consumption Cost 

(Billion $) 
1266.3 671.6 737.9 1835.3 173.8 

4 
Government Expenditure 

(Billion $) 
846.6 414.0 281.0 2021.0 95.3 

5 
Per Capita GDP (PPP) 

(in Dollars) 
13,623 17,708 3,829 9,161 11,375 

6 
Exports  

(Billions, $) 
256.0 542.5 309.1 2021.0 101.2 

7 
Imports  

(Billions, $) 
238.8 358.1 500.3 1780.0 106.8 

http://www.iasir.net/
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8 
Literacy  

(%) 
93.50 99.60 74.04 92.20 86.40 

9 
Life Expectancy  

(In years) 
74.6 69.7 64.2 72.7 51.2 

10 
Human Development  

Index (HDI) 
0.730 0.788 0.554 0.699 0.629 

Source: Sakshi Daily News paper : Bhavitha column Page No.10, Dated.24.07.2014 

Heads/Premiers of the states partaken in Sixth BRICKS summit:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conspicuousness and Necessity in emerging BRICS: 
Empirical study of the above tables divulges the importance of the BRICS in the Global Economy. Beyond any 

scepticism that the BRICS Alliance is as strong as G-20, SAARC, G-8 and G-7 Allaiances. Recent analytical 

statistical data connotes that the BRICS Alliance represents and covers 25% area of the World, 40% of the 

World’s Population, 25% of the World’s GDP and 26% of the World’s purchasing power. Like Europian Union 

(E.U), BRICS summit is neither a political and Economic confederation nor a military concert like NATO. 

Strictly speaking, there are no similarities such as Geographical, economical and cultural among the BRICS 

countries.  Moreover, they have scattered and situated in   Four continents. Yet, as far as political and 

commercial aspects are concerned, BRICS plays and occupies a pivotal role and place in the Global economy. 

These countries are having ubiquitous natural resources besides human resources. These are the rapid 

developing countries in the world. Occupying 25% of the world’s GDP itself displays its importance in the 

Global economy and beyond any doubt that it will enhance more in the very near future. Besides that, these 

countries have with stand and scored positive growth rate even in the unfavourable global economic conditions 

and fluctuations. Both China and India stood in the front row in this regard. Exim transactions have been 

widening eulogisably among the BRICS countries. Analytical statistical data unearths that the business and 

commerce has been increased to $25,000 Crores from $2,700 Crores during the last 10 years i.e., from 2002 to 

2011. By reckoning this back drop, we can positively extrapolates that the BRICS summit will certainly control 

and maintain high hand on the Global economy. World standard surveys also divulges that so far China set aside 

the Japan and emerged as second economic Bigwig  and in the vicinity   future, it will certainly surpass the USA 

also. Even Russia and Brazil can withstand and encounter against Germany also. Political and Economic 

surveys also unearths that so far India stood first in the service sector and since paved a way to LPG, 

undoubtedly economic progress of India will go leaps and bounds.  Furthermore, China is going in a Jet speed in 

the manufacturing of goods with cheap and best means and thus taping a lion some share in the International 

Trade. There are ubiquitous Natural resources besides human resources in South Africa. Like-wise Russia is 

having  an abundant oil and Natural gas resources. Therefore if at all these countries can utilise these resources   

to the maximum possible extent, undoubtedly an awestructed results will be succumbed and will record the 

progress to a greater heights. The BRICS countries are not only economically and commercially stronger but 

also politically. They are having much value  to their voice also internationally. No Western Countries can move 

in any aspect even an iota by violating these countries. Having veto power like Vazrayudham in the Security 

Council of UNO, both China and Russia are countering considerable retort against the dominance of USA. But 

for strong protest made by Russia, by this time the USA would have been interfered in the political crisis of 

Siria besides encroached.  Raison d’etre, though Russia interfered in the internal affairs of UKrain and Crimia, 

USA could not move forward courageously and kept as a silent spectator. At present USA is not in a position to 

encounter economically, commercially and politically against China and Russia. Therefore   USA supporting 

patently and latently for India’s permanent membership in the Security Council so as to tap a lion some share in 

the Indian Economic Market.  

Challenges and Limitations of BRICS: 

Though there are quite a good number of favourable aspects and conditions, still BRICS countries are 

encountering with certain skirmishes,  anomalies and scepticisms among themselves and  they become hurdles 

in their progress. The country which is hosting the summit will prepare the blue prints quite favourable to it 

only, by ignoring the  rest. Since investing mammoth funds for NDB, China is persisting for its dominance over 

the BRICS planning and developmental activities and playing big brother role. If at all the rest of members not 

able  to invest their funds as per their ratios, by availing this opportunity, China plans to invest the  entire funds 

to the NDB, with a view to  initiate steps to play like hegemonic control over the rest. It is not always reckons 

Sl No Country  Head of the State / Premier Designation.  

1 BRAZIL Dilma Rouseff President  

2 RUSSIA Vladimir Putin President  

3 INDIA Narendra Modi Prime Minister 

4 CHINA Xi Jinping President  

5 SOUTH AFRICA Jacob Juma President  
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India as its peer and neighbour  but  viewing  it as its main competitor besides opponent and  a side spearhead. 

Though overtly chanting peace hymn, but time and again covertly violating the international boarders and thus 

adding salt to the injury. It is only concentrating to hike its exports by hook or Crook to meet its selfish ends. 

Always trying to enthral our neighbouring countries and adding fuel to the fire against India. The bilateral 

relationship also not so good as had earlier between India and Russia. Being inclined towards USA in 

purchasing the Weapons and artillery, and other  political and economic relations, Russia is not satisfactory even 

in the case of  Kundakulam  Automatic Reactor Centre. Though no disputed aspects with Brazil and South 

Africa, the future and prosperity of BRICS will be mostly depended upon the attitude and style of functioning of 

China in BRICS. Therefore if at all these countries will shun their anomalies and cultivate and absorb  the 

epitome of the adage ‘United We Stand, Divided we fall’, then it is sure that  this summit will  be certainly 

emerged as one of the samurai and  strongest conglomerations in the Global Arena. 

 

SIXTH BRICS SUMMIT –Consequences of Corporate strategies and Economic Policies: 

Fortaleza Declaration: 

“ Based on Sound Banking  Principles, the NDB will strengthen the co-operation among our countries and will 

supplement the efforts of multilateral and regional  financial  institutions  for global development, thus 

contributing to our collective  commitments for achieving  the goal of strong, sustainable  and  balanced 

growth”. 

 

BRICS Declaration against terrorism:  

All the BRICS members unanimously supported the proposal made by India against Terrorism on whatever 

form. BRICS condemned against those who have abetting the terrorism by way of training and financial 

support. It released a 17 pages declaration in the matter. 

Formation of New Development  Bank(NDB):  July, 16 of 2014  is a  red letter day in the  annals of  Global 

Economy  as India and its 4 BRICS   partners inked for NDB with $100 billion and $100billion  Contingent 

Reserve Agreement  where in  China contributes  $41 billion, Brazil, Russia and India Contributes $ 18 billion  

each and South Africa $5 billion. It is a big leap  towards  institutionalising this grouping which represents 40% 

of the  world’s population and GDP of $24  trillion. It is envisaged as the emerging economics equalent of the 

World Bank -funding long term physical and social infrastructure projects, while the  Contingent Reserve 

Agreement will be acted more like the IMF helping countries mitigate short term currency crises, arising out of 

capital exodes like Federal Reserve Bank of USA. The  success of NDB will be depended upon the 

commonality of  purpose, mutual  trust  and respect,  shared ideas and co-operation and co-ordination between 

the Five member countries. The World Bank  and IMF  are the Siamese  twin and  brain Childs of the 1944 

Britton  Woods conference. They are  always favourable and inclined towards its 44 allies including the USA, 

Britain and France and turned up a Nelsons eye besides paid a  deaf ear towards other than these allies. The 

NDB therefore could well evolve in to an alternative financial  power centre depending on how well the BRICS 

5 play their cards. This would also require the Dollar’s dominance to be minimised by creation of alternative 

reserve currencies. Establishment of NDB idea was first sprouted by India during the 2012 summit held at New 

Delhi.  The Head Quarters of  NDB will be at Shanghai of China and India will hold the first presidentship for a 

term of 6 years. 

Consequent on 6
th

 BRICS summit held at Fortaleza, Brazil-Opportunities for India under a Newly elected 

NDA Government:  

India and China bilateral relations: 

China’s President Xi  Jinping earnestly invited Prime Minister of India, Sri Narendra Modi to visit China and  

called for a ‘negotiated resolution’ for the boundary dispute  ‘ at an early date’. Thus the scheduled 40 minutes 

dialogue was extended to 80 minutes. In a twitter Modi tweated that ‘ a wide range of issues were discussed and 

it was very fruitful. In response to that,  Xi  told that he was willing to work with Modi to “Constantly enhance 

the China –India strategic and co-operative partnership to a higher level and jointly safeguard our strategic  

period of opportunities”.  He added that “if the two countries speak in one voice, the whole world will 

attentively listen; if the two countries join hand in hand, the whole world will closely watch” .  Xi also invited 

Modi to attend OPEC leaders meeting in Beijing  to be held  in November,14 and called on India to deepen its 

involvement with the China-led-Shanghai co-operation at which India only was an observer status. All this 

reflects pro-forma diplomatic courtesies at a getting to – know meeting. If india and China ties can deepen in 

right earnest, it will be important not only for bilateral relations but also for regional stability, given Chinas,  

strong influence on Pakistan.  

 

India and Russia bilateral relations:  

During the course of dialogue at Fortaleza, Modi told that “ Russia is our country’s greatest friend”, He added 

that India was committed to deepening ties and co-operation between the  two countries. Modi invited putin to 

visit Kundakulam Nuclear Power Plant at Tamil Nadu which was financially assisted by Russia. Modi also 
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quoted that “ If  you ask any one among the more than one billion people  living in India who is our country’s 

greatest friend, every person, every child Know that it is Russia”. The two Heads of states discussed on major 

bilateral issues concerning strategic affairs, defence co-operation and economic ties at their meeting. The 

discussions further explored that possibilities of supplying Russian gas to India through pipe lines via china or 

Pakisthan. Putin “offered comprehensive measures” to raise bilateral trade to $20 billion. On invitation made by 

India, Putin may visit to India in Dec,14 for the 13
th

  Annual Indo-Russian  summit to be held in New Delhi. 

Putin was pleased that India and Russia were in “full   consensus” on working together on the international 

stage. 

 

India and Brazil Bilateral Relations: 

During the meeting, Prime Minister, Sri Narendra Modi and Brazilian President  Dilma Rousseff  agreed to take 

steps to further expand and diversify trade and investment flows and deeper  co-operation in agricultural and 

dairy science, conventional and renewable energy, space research and application, defence, cyber security and 

environment conservation besides intensify co-operation in International Forums and multilateral institutions 

including G20. Thus inked on MOU accordingly on both sides. The two heads further called for urgent progress 

on reforms with in UNO, including Security Council by the 2015, which will mark the 70
th

 anniversary of U.N. 

 

India and South Africa Bilated Relations: 

Modi met with South Africa’s  President, Jacob Juma. They recapitulate the  peer ties   in between these two 

nations since the days of Mahatma Gandhi, Modi invited Juma  for the Centenary celebrations to be  held in the 

forth coming year. Chalked out quite a good  number of bilateral issues which robusts cordial relations between 

the two countries.  

  

On behalf of  India,Prime Minister Pledges  Deeper ties with South America: 

Modi told that “ I assure you that India will work more closely with South America than ever before. At the 

bilateral level, as a BRICS member, in the G-77, as well as other International Forums”. He added that  “our 

discussions today should through up new ideas for partnership between BRICS and South America. BRICS 

nations have already started a new chapter in this with the BRICS NDB. This will open up newer opportunities 

of co-operation”. He added that “we are all bound by shared aspirations and common challenges. We all have a 

stake in each other’s success. Distance is not a barrier to the opportunities. It also does not insulate us from 

challenges in other parts of the World”. 

 

India will  host IBSA summit next year at New Delhi: 

IBSA ( India, Brazil, South Africa) as a  forum of members who have  long established democracies and 

similarities of views on various matters of International  Agenda of political and economic consequences. 

Modi’s Stellarous All-round display on Global Screen leaving no stone unturned:- 

  “Vision   without   action is merely a   dream 

    Action without vision just passes the time 

   Vision   with    action   can change the World” 

These buzz words will squarely applies to Namo. On raise up to the occasion, Modi cleverly utilised the BRICS 

summit as once in a blue moon opportunity to raise one of India’s biggest concerns on the World Stage. His 

relentless endeavours in formation of NDB was  cherished. Holding of presidentship for the first 6 years also 

became a feather in his cap. Best utilised the opportunity for prevention and settlement of boarder disputed 

issues with Xi. The proposal offered by Modi against terrorism was unanimously accepted in the summit 

divulged as testimony for  his able diplomacy. He also won some brownie points for linking the new hyper-

linked world order with the ancient India concept of “ Vasudaika Kutumbakam”. Thus by and large at the 

BRICS summit, he has proven himself as exactly the right man for that globally high profile job.  Raison d’etre, 

representatives of Brainstorming Institute and  Former Ambassadors strongly recommended to the members of 

the Congress of USA, to be bestowed an opportunity  to Modi, who is going to visit USA to deliver a speech in  

both houses of Congress of USA besides a red carpet welcome. 

Reflections from Heads of the States, Business Tycoons and Financial Wizards on BRICS  summit and 

formation of NDB: 

1. Brazilian President, Dilma Rousseff: 

“BRICS NDB is a sign of the times, which demanded reform of the IMF”  

2. Siddardh Birla, FICCI, President: 

“ The work of the Bank will be guided by our own development experience and it will support projects that 

meet the growth priorities of BRICS Nations”. 

3. Rana Kapoor, ASSOCHAM President: 

“The BRICS NDB must find ways to raise resources to the extent of many times over the $100 billion....  India 

alone needs in excess of $ one trillion in infrastructure”. 
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4. Sharad Jaipuria, PHDCCI President: 

“NDA aims at funding infra projects in developing nations would lead for the betterment of stalled projects in 

India”. 

5. Hamid Ansari, Vice President of India: 

“There is enough space in the world  for the development of India and China, and the world needs the common 

development of both countries”. 

 

Suggestions and Conclusion 

The World became a small village in the rapid changing Globalisation. Competitive Advantage tendencies are 

growing day by day in Industrial Production, Business, Investments and New technological Fields.  In order to 

cope up , tap up and with stand, Peers are establishing  Free Trade Zones such as  EU,OPEC,SAARC and 

ASEAN. Beyond any scepticism that emerging BRICS Forum is a welcoming step in all respects. It is sine qua 

non in the LPG scenario. So far India, China and Brasil have been encountering against Bigwigs individually. 

Soon after formation of BRICS, they will jointly fight against them on a common platform. Democratisation of 

international organisations is the main motto of our Foreign Policy and trying to its level best to achieve the 

same.   Though ostensibly there are  myriad  favourable situations, some member countries such as India and 

China are encountering certain border  skirmishes  and scepticism looks against each other which become 

hurdles in ushering political, Geographical and economical progress. Some fear is lurking in their minds against 

each other. Albeit,   In this context a ray of hope is still twinkling that China and India will certainly sink their 

differences for common good and benefits. Yet India should always be red alert with 360 degrees radar eye view 

in respect of China because as and when opportunity occurs, it tries   either to encroach or cross the boarders.  

Reliable sources divulged that even while the BRICS summit is going on, the Chinese soldiers crossed the 

Indian boarder at Laddak.  Therefore besides BRICS states, India should maintain friendly and military relations 

with USA and Japan also. Exertions should be done to woo the South East Asian Countries in our favour. India 

should act strategically as far as China is concerned with utmost assioluousness so as to attain considerable 

progress. In a nutshell we have to act like a double edged sword in this regard.  Therefore  in order to tap the 

multipurpose by way of  BRICS  summits, all the partners should  sit together  and  discuss at length with broad 

sense and mind in the   interest  of nations and world peace so as  to  sink their anomalies and vendettas that 

prevailed decades together. Each one should strive hard for the establishment of tranquillity so as to reduce the 

humongous allocation of funds in the Budget for Defence and Boarder security purposes. Had it been allocated 

for the welfare and developmental activities for the wellbeing of the people and long run result  oriented 

Projects, certainly it will robust the  National Income  which in turn enhance the per capita  income and standard 

of  living of the people. Therefore all the member countries shall function and reckon the euphoric attitude that 

“United we stand and divided we fall”. By and large Mutual trust, Co-operation and Co-ordination besides   

inspiration of the slogan Citius, Altius and Portius will certainly leads the BRICS nations to greater heights in 

all respects in the Global Economy. Before epilogue, it is an apt to quote here the aphorisms which robusts our 

aplomb: “When the king Hsiang abruptly asked me through what can the empire be settled? I instantly replied 

through the unity only”- Confucius “Happiness clubbed with prosperity is the unity of the Sangha. Happiness in 

turn is the discipline of the united ones-  Buddism, Dharmapada 194”. 

  “No man is an Iland, intire of itself;  

  Every man is a peace of the Continent; 

  A part of the maine; if a clod be washed away 

  Be the Sea, Europe is the lesser, as well as if a 

  Promontorie were, as well as if a Mannor of thy friends 

  Or of thine owne were; any man’s death diminishes me, 

  Because I am involved in Mankinde; 

   And therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; 

  It tolls for thee” 

       --John Donne, the 17
th

  

       Century English Poet.  
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